
2021 Department of Defense Women’s History Month Poster 

 

Poster Description: The 2021 Department of Defense Women’s History Monthposter contains a 
purple background.  Across the background and canted at a slight angle from lower left to upper 
right are repeating words in black capitalized text: MY VOTE MY VOICE.  These words are 
repeated across the poster and across multiple lines from the poster’s top to 1/3rd from the bottom 
edge. 

Some words and lines are partly hidden by the black silhouette of a woman’s head 
andtorsowhich is centered on the poster and facing the viewer.  Her hair is tied up in a bun with 
the top of her hair touching the top edge of the poster.  Her silhouette takes up the majority of the 
poster with the bottom of her torso covering the entire 1/3rd of the poster’s bottom edge.   

A small purple ballot box is situated in front of the woman’s silhouette.  A white ballot with a 
green checkmark upon it is being inserted into the ballot box. 

Centered on the bottom third of the poster and partly over the ballot box is the observance theme 
in white, capitalized text and spread across two lines.  The first line reads, VALIANT WOMEN 
OF THE VOTE:  The second line in larger, bold text reads, REFUSING TO BE SILENCED.   

Centered beneath the theme is the observance title, in smaller, white capitalized text: WOMEN’S 
HISTORY MONTH.  Centered beneath the title is the observance month, MARCH, in slightly 
larger capitalized text and a purple color to match the background. 

At the bottom left corner are the Department of Defense and Defense Equal Opportunity 
Management Institute (DEOMI) seals and a quick response code (QRC) which links to the 
DEOMI website, www.defenseculture.mil. 

Aligned at the right corner and placed horizontally in consecutive orderare the Service seals for 
the Army, Marines, Navy, Air Force, Space Force, and Coast Guard. 

http://www.defenseculture.mil/



